Judging criteria:

Style

1 - 10

Difficulty

1 – 10

Aggression

1 - 10

Consistency

1 - 10

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS

40

Rules:

1. Entries skate in jams of 3-4 depending upon
number of entries, for a time of 4 minutes.
2. Each skater will have use of all elements of the
park with exception of the bowl.
3. Judges award points based on criteria and overall
impression.
4. If a skaters board snaps or if they have any type
of malfunction during their run, that skater will
be given another chance by way of being placed in
a later jam. If it is the last jam of that
division, we will add time for that skater to

skate alone. There will only be one chance given
for each skater.
5. It is possible that a judge may not see all your
run. There is no way to protect against this
since there will be at least 3 riders at once.
With that in mind we ask that you understand,
that is a risk you take. There can be no appeals
based on this.
6. Scores for all skaters are collected from the
judges and kept until the end of all jams in that
division.
7. Depending on the number of entries, the top
skaters from all jams combined will advance.
Previously we took the top skaters from each jam
which left some deserving skaters out of the
second round. We think that this change will
make a great difference for the later rounds.
8. All advancing riders will skate in second round
jam using same guidelines as round 1. Top
skaters advance to the third and final round.
9. Top three skaters from final round win prizes.
10.
The top skater in the advanced category wins
cash prize while 2nd and 3rd receive prizes.
11.
Judges decisions are final and cannot be
argued. We can re-count points to verify
decision.
June Jam has made certain that the judges of this event
are highly qualified and will be fair. These judges are

the foundation of our event and we trust their decisions
100 percent. There will be no second guessing their
decisions.

Please keep in mind that scoring skateboarding and
determining a winner is strictly used to enable us to give
prizes. we wish we could give prizes to all that enter!!

